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it is our goal to provide a factory spec car with a fully integrated video and scan diagnostic system. the preconfigured kits we provide include the ek head unit, tachometer, speedometer, abs, tcu, and all factory interfaces (electric fuel pump, dvl, tcu, vdo etc..). in addition, we include a usb-in connector for a pic programmer for easy and fast initial programming of a customer machine. the kit includes the factory interface cable, power cable, and the manual pre-configuration for the usb-in connector. the diagnostic software is included - vision plus2 - which includes vehicle diagnostics, speed/load/pressure monitoring, fuel pressure monitoring, rear end ground fault, tps monitoring, and has multiple other applications. as the demand for factory diagnostics have increased in new and used vehicles, so have the offerings we have received for custom head units. to
accommodate this, we can build an ek head unit (or any of our oems standard kits) with any of our factory diagnostic cables and connectors. our goal has always been to integrate as many oem diagnostic interfaces as possible, so we would love to help you create a solution that meets your unique requirements. the ek diagnostic cable select program is designed to simplify the process of selecting the right cable. simply click on the desired connection and drag the icon representing that connection onto the ek diagnostic cable select icon. over the past decade, serial interface technology has evolved from data recording to capture diagnostic and driver assistance systems. usb serial devices such as ftdi cables are particularly useful for harnessing the enormous processing power offered by today’s processors, including the powerful arm® cortex™-m3 and

cortex™-m0 microcontrollers in the ek-t10 and ek-usb10.
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the k-line k2 ecu toolkit is a full set of obdii cables and software for the k-line k2 ecu diagnostic tool. this kit is an updated version of the popular k-line k2 ecu toolkit for the k-line k1 ecu tool. the k-line k2 ecu toolkit allows the technician to connect to and read all obdii fault codes for vehicles from the 1996 to present, and is compatible with most
vehicles that use the k-line k1 ecu tool. the obdii cable / software combo kit includes all necessary cables and software for the obdii cable reader. with this kit, you will have the ability to read and clear all obdii fault codes. it is compatible with vehicles from the 1996 to present, and includes the necessary cables and software to read and clear all

obdii fault codes. the diagnostic communication cable / software combo kit includes all necessary cables and software for the diagnostic communication cable reader and obdii cable reader. with this kit, you will have the ability to read and clear all obdii fault codes. the kit is compatible with vehicles from the 1996 to present. the apple limited
warranty covers your iphone and the apple-branded accessories that come in the box with your product against manufacturing issues for one year from the date you bought them. apple-branded accessories purchased separately are covered by the apple limited warranty for accessories. this includes adapters, spare cables, wireless chargers, or

cases. i-port advancetm injection port is prescription-indicated for patients who administer, or to whom is administered, multiple daily subcutaneous injections of physician prescribed medications, including insulin. the device may remain in place for up to 72 hours to accommodate multiple drug injections without the discomfort of additional needle
sticks. site infection and/or irritation is a risk. patients experiencing such symptoms should immediately consult their healthcare provider and/ or discontinue use. for complete details, please consult i-portadvancetm product user guide. 5ec8ef588b
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